Protein-protein interaction (PPI) network alignment is a canonical operation to transfer biological knowledge among species. The alignment of PPI-networks has many applications, such as the prediction of protein function, detection of conserved network motifs, and the reconstruction of species' phylogenetic relationships. A good multiple-network alignment (MNA), by considering the data related to several species, provides a deep understanding of biological networks and system-level cellular processes. With the massive amounts of available PPI data and the increasing number of known PPI networks, the problem of MNA is gaining more attention in the systems-biology studies.
Introduction
Protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks are a valuable source of information for understanding the evolution of protein interactions and system-level cellular processes. Discovering and predicting the interaction patterns, which are related to the functioning of cells, is a fundamental goal in studying the topology of PPI networks. A comparative analysis of PPI networks provides us insight into the evolution of species and can help us to transfer biological knowledge across species.
Network alignment is one of the most powerful methods for comparing PPI networks. The main goal of network alignment is to find functionally orthologous proteins and to detect conserved pathways and protein complexes among difference species. Local network-alignment and global network-alignment are the two general classes of network-alignment algorithms. The local network-alignment algorithms search for small but highly conserved sub-networks algorithms. We show that MPGM outperforms the other algorithms, with respect to different evaluation criteria. Also, we provide experimental evidence for the good performance of the SEEDGENERATION algorithm. Finally we study, theoretically and experimentally, the performance of the MULTIPLEPERCOLATION algorithm, by using a stochastic graph-sampling model.
Algorithms and Methods
The goal of a one-to-one global MNA algorithm is to find an alignment between proteins from k different species (networks), where a protein from one species can be aligned to at most one unique protein from another species, in such a way that (i) the clusters (or tuples) of aligned proteins have similar biological functions, and (ii) the aligned networks are structurally similar, e.g., they share many conserved interactions among different clusters. To be more precise, a one-to-one global alignment π between k networks G i = (V i , E i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is the partition of all (or most of) the nodes V = ∪ k i=i V i into clusters {T 1 , T 2 , · · · , T |π| }, where each cluster is of size at least two (i.e., they should have nodes from at least two networks), and where each cluster T i has at most one node from each network. In addition, any two clusters T i and T j are disjoint, i.e., T i ∩ T j = ∅.
In the global MNA problem, to align the proteins from k > 2 species, PPI-networks and protein sequence similarities are used as inputs. Formally, we are given the PPI networks of k different species: the networks are represented by G 1 (V 1 , E 1 ), G 2 (V 2 , E 2 ), · · · , G k (V k , E k ). Also, the BLAST sequence similarity of the couples of proteins in all the k 2 pairs of species is provided as additional side information. The BLAST bits-score similarity for two proteins u and v is represented by BlastBit(u, v). Let S ≥ denote the set of all couples with BLAST bit-score similarity of at least , i.e., S ≥ = {[u, v] ∈ ∪ 1≤i<j≤k V i × V j | BlastBit(u, v) ≥ }. Next, we introduce MPGM, our proposed global MNA algorithm.
The MPGM Algorithm
The MPGM, algorithm have two main steps: (i) In the first step, it uses only the sequence similarities to find a set of initial seed-tuples. These seed tuples have nodes from at least two networks. (ii) In the second step, by using the network structure and the seed-tuples (generated from the first step), MPGM, aligns the remaining unmatched nodes with a percolation-based graph-matching algorithm. Specifically, in the second step, MPGM adds new nodes to the initial set of seed-tuples, by using only structural evidence, to generate larger and new tuples.
First Step: SeedGeneration
We now explain how to generate the seed-tuples A = {T 1 , T 2 , · · · , T |A| }, by using only sequence similarities. We first define an -consistent tuple as a natural candidate for seed set. Then, to find these -consistent tuples, we introduce a heuristic algorithm, called SEEDGENER-
Definition 1. A tuple T is -consistent, if for every u ∈ T there is at least one other protein v ∈ T , such that BlastBit(u, v) ≥ .
In Section 5, (i) we argue that it is reasonable to assume that the BLAST bit-score similarities among real proteins are (pseudo) transitive, and (ii) we show that proteins with high sequence-similarities, often share many experimentally verified GO terms. The pseudo-transitivity property of the BLAST bit-scores guarantees that, in an -consistent tuple T , almost all the |T | 2 pairwise couples have high sequence-similarities; and we know proteins with high sequencesimilarities, often have similar biological functions. Therefore, it is likely that all the proteins in an -consistent tuple share many biological functions.
In SEEDGENERATION, we consider only those couples with BLAST bit-score similarity of at least , i.e., set S ≥ . Note that the parameter is in input to the algorithm. The SEED-GENERATION algorithm, by processing the protein couples from the highest BLAST bit-score similarity to the lowest, fills in the seed-tuples with proteins from several species in a sequential and iterative procedure. At a given step of SEEDGENERATION, assume [u, v] is the next couple that we are going to process, where u and v are from the ith and jth networks, respectively. To add this couple to the seed-tuples A, we consider the following cases: (i) Both u and v do not belong to a tuple in A: we add both nodes to a new tuple, i.e., add T = [u, v] to A. (ii) Only one of u or v belongs to a tuple in A: assume, without loss of generality, u belongs to a tuple T u . If the tuple T u does not already have a protein from network of node v (i.e., V j ), then v is added to T u . This step adds one protein to one existing tuple. (iii) Both u and v, respectively, belong to tuples T u and T v in A: If T u and T v do not yet have a node from the jth and ith networks, respectively, then we merge T u and T v by the MERGETUPLES algorithm. The goal of MERGETUPLES is to combine the two tuples in order to generate a larger tuple that has nodes from more networks. In this merging algorithm, it is possible to have another (small) tuple as a leftover. Algorithm 1 describes SEEDGENERATION. Also, MERGETUPLES is described in Algorithm 2. For the notations used in the paper refer to Table 3 in Appendix A.
Algorithm 1 The SEEDGENERATION algorithm
Require: S ≥ (the set of all couples with BLAST bit-score similarity at least ) Ensure: The seed set A of tuples 1: for all pairs [u, v] in S ≥ from the most similar to the lowest do else if A(u) = ∅ and A(v) = ∅ then 10:
add u to the tuple A(v) 
Move node V i ∩ T 2 from tuple T 2 to tuple T 1
5:
end if 6: end for 7: if |T 2 | ≤ 1 then
8:
Delete the tuple T 2 9: end if Table 1 : An example of the SEEDGENERATION algorithm. Inputs to this algorithm are the set of pairwise sequence-similarities (i.e, BlastBit(·, ·)) and a fixed threshold . The sequence similarities are sorted from the highest BLAST bit-score to . The seed-tuples A are generated from the pairwise similarities. In this example, the couple [hs1, mm8] (i.e., the couple of proteins with the highest sequence similarity) generates the first tuple in the seed set. At the third step, one of the nodes from the third couple, i.e., hs1, is already in the tuple T 1 =[hs1, mm8]. Because T 1 does not have any node from the network of ce, the node ce4 is added to T 1 . Also at the eight step, as the two nodes from [ce6, hs9] belong to two different tuples, their corresponding tuples are merged.
# 
Second Step: MultiplePercolation
In the second step of MPGM, a new PGM algorithm, called MULTIPLEPERCOLATION, uses the network structures and the generated seed-tuples from the first step, to align the remaining unmatched nodes. This PGM algorithm uses structural similarities of couples as the only evidence for matching new nodes. The MULTIPLEPERCOLATION algorithm adds new tuples in a greedy way, in order to maximize the number of conserved interactions among networks. In MULTIPLEPERCOLATION, network structure provides evidence for similarities of unmatched node-couples, and a couple with enough structural similarity is matched. New node-tuples are generated by merging matched couples. Also, if there is enough structural similarity between two nodes from different tuples, the two tuples are merged. In the MULTIPLEPERCOLATION algorithm, we look for tuples that contain nodes from more networks, i.e., a tuple that has nodes from more networks is more valuable. Next, we explain the MULTIPLEPERCOLATION algorithm in detail.
Assume π is the set of aligned tuples at a given time step of the MULTIPLEPERCOLATION algorithm. Note that we have initially π = A, where A is the output of SEEDGENERATION. Let π i,j denote the set of pairwise alignments between nodes from the ith and jth networks: A couple [u, v] , where u ∈ V i and v ∈ V j , belongs to the set π i,j , if and only if there is a tuple T ∈ π such that both u and v are in that tuple. The set π i,j is defined as
The score of a couple of nodes is the number of their common neighbors in the set of previously aligned tuples. Formally, we define the score of a couple [u, v] , u ∈ V i and v ∈ V j as
In other words, the score of a couple is equal to the number of interactions that remain conserved if this couple is added as a new tuple to the set of currently aligned tuples. Alternatively, it is possible to interpret the score of a couple as follows: All the couples [u, v] ∈ π i,j provide marks for their neighboring couples, i.e., the couples in N i (u) × N j (v) receive one mark from [u, v] , where N i (u) denotes the set of neighbors of node u in G i . The score of a couple is the number of marks it has received from the previously aligned couples (note that aligned couples are subsets of the aligned tuples). In the MULTIPLEPERCOLATION algorithm, the initial seedtuples provide structural evidence for the other unmatched couples. Indeed, for a tuple T , all the After the alignment process, [u, v] spreads out marks to the other couples, because it is a newly matched couple. Then, recursively new couples are matched and added to the set of aligned tuples. The alignment process continues to the point that there is no couple with a score of at least r. Algorithm 3 describes MULTIPLEPERCOLATION. For the notations refer to Table 3 in Appendix A.
Example 3. Figure 1 provides an example of the MULTIPLEPERCOLATION algorithm over graphs G 1,2,3 . Dark-green nodes are the initial seed-tuples. The tuple [x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ] is an example of a seed tuple that contains nodes from all the three networks. [y 1 , y 2 ] is a seed couple between networks G 1 and G 2 . All the pairwise couples, which are subsets of the initial seed-tuples, provide structural evidence for the other nodes. In this example, after that initial seed-tuples spread out marks to other couples, the couples [w 1 , w 2 ] and [u 2 , u 3 ] have the highest score (their score is three). Hence we align them first. Among the couples with score two, [w 1 , u 3 ] is not a valid alignment; because the nodes w 1 and u 3 are matched to different nodes in G 2 (also, this true for w 2 and u 2 ). The set of aligned tuples is
Here, there is not enough information to match v 1 and v 3 directly, but as they both are matched to v 2 , we can align them through transitivity of the alignments. Furthermore, if we continue the The tuples in set A spread out marks to their neighboring couples 3: while there exists a couple with score at least r do While a new tuple is generated or a new node is added to a tuple the marks from those newly aligned couples are spread over their neighboring couples. else if π(u) = ∅ and π(v) = ∅ then
Add v to tuple π(u) 10: end if 11: else if π(u) = ∅ and π(v) = ∅ then 12:
Add u to tuple π(v) 14: end if 15:
Merge the two tuples π(u) and π(v) , it is possible to align this couple by using the side information we can get through G 2 .
Performance Measures
Comparing global MNA algorithms is a challenging task for several reasons. Firstly, it is not possible to directly evaluate the performance of algorithms, because the true node mappings for real biological networks is not known. Secondly, algorithms can return tuples of different sizes. Although the fundamental goal of a global MNA algorithm is to find tuples with nodes from many different networks, some algorithms tend to return tuples of smaller sizes. Therefore, tuples of different sizes make the comparison more difficult. For these reasons, we use several measures from the literature. In addition, we introduce a new measure, using the information content of aligned tuples.
We first compare global MNA algorithms based on their performance in generating large tuples. The best tuples are those that contain nodes from all k networks, whereas tuples with nodes from only two networks are worst [8] . The d-coverage of clusters denotes the number of clusters with nodes from exactly d networks [8] . Note that for many-to-many alignment
The alignment is performed over graphs G 1 , G 2 and G 3 . Dark-green nodes are the initial seed-tuples. Light-green nodes are tuples that are matched in the PGM process.
algorithms, it is possible to have more than d nodes in a cluster with nodes from d networks. Therefore, for the number of proteins in clusters with different d-coverages, we also consider the total number of nodes in those clusters [8] .
The first group of measures evaluate the performance of algorithms using the functional similarity of aligned proteins. A cluster is annotated if it has at least two proteins annotated with at least one GO term [8] . An annotated cluster is consistent if all of the annotated proteins in that cluster share at least one GO term. We define #AC as the total number of annotated clusters. Furthermore, #AC d represents the number of annotated clusters with a coverage d. For the number of consistent clusters, we define #CC and #CC d similarly. Also, the number of proteins in a consistent cluster with coverage d is denoted by #CP d . The specificity of an alignment is defined as the ratio of the number of consistent clusters to the number of annotated clusters: Spec = #CC #AC and
Mean entropy (ME) and mean normalized entropy (MNE) are two other measures that calculate the consistency of aligned proteins by using GO terms [2, 21, 32] . The entropy (E) of a tuple
where g i is the fraction of proteins in T that are annotated with the GO term GO i . ME is defined as the average of E(T ) over all the annotated clusters. Normalized entropy (NE) is defined as N E(T ) = 1 log m E(T ), where m is the number of different GO terms in tuple T . Similarly, MNE is defined as the average of N E(T ) over all the annotated clusters.
To avoid the shallow annotation problem, Alkan and Erten [2] and Gligorijević et al. [8] suggest to restrict the protein annotations to the fifth level of the GO directed acyclic graph (DAG): (i) by ignoring the higher level GO annotations, and (ii) by replacing the deeper-level GO annotations with their ancestors at the fifth level. For the specificity (Spec and Spec d ) and entropy (ME and MNE) evaluations, we use the same restriction method.
The way we deal with the GO terms can greatly affect the comparison results. Indeed, there are serious drawbacks with the restriction of the GO annotations to a specific level. Firstly, the depth of a GO term is not an indicator of its specificity. The GO terms that are at the same level do not have the same semantic precision, and a GO term at a higher level might be more specific than a term at a lower level [31] . Also, it is known that the depth of a GO term reflects mostly the vagaries of biological knowledge, rather than anything intrinsic about the terms [22] . Secondly, there is no explanation (e.g., in [2, 8] ) about why we should restrict the GO terms to the fifth level. Also, the notion of consistency for a cluster (i.e., sharing at least one GO term) is very general and does not say anything about how specific the shared GO terms are. Furthermore, from our experimental studies, we observe that two random proteins share at least one experimentally verified GO term with probability 0.21, whereas five proteins share at least one GO term with a very low probability of 0.002.
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To overcome these limitations, we define the semantic similarity (SS p ) measure for a cluster of proteins. This is the generalization of a measure that is used for semantic similarity of two proteins [31, 34] . Assume |annot(t i )| is the number of proteins that are annotated with the GO term t i . The frequency of t i is defined as f req(t i ) = |annot(t i )| + s∈successors(ti) |annot(s)|, where successors(t i ) is the successors of the term t i in its corresponding gene-annotation DAG. The relative frequency p(t i ) for a GO term t i is defined as p(t i ) = f req(ti) f req(root) . The information content (IC) [31] for a term t i is defined as IC(t i ) = − log(p(t i )). The semantic similarity between the d terms {t 1 
is the lowest common ancestor of terms t i in DAG. For proteins p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p d , we define semantic similarity as
where GO(p i ) are the GO annotations of p i . The sum of SS p values for all clusters in an alignment π is shown by
|π| . Note that, algorithms with higher values of SS p (π) and SS p (π), result in alignments with higher qualities, because these alignments contain clusters with more specific functional similarity among their proteins.
The second group of measures evaluate the performance of global MNA algorithms based on the structural similarity of aligned networks. We define edge correctness (EC) as a generalization of the measures introduced in [20, 29] . EC is a measure of edge conservation between consistent clusters under a multiple alignment π. For two tuples T i and T j , let E Ti,Tj denote the set of all the interactions between nodes from these two tuples, i.e., E Ti,Tj = {e = (u, v)|u ∈ T i , v ∈ T j }. The set of networks that have an edge in E Ti,Tj is defined as V (E Ti,Tj ). Theoretically, we can have a conserved interaction between two clusters T i and T j , if they have nodes from at least two similar networks, i.e., |V (T i ) ∩ V (T j )| ≥ 2. The interaction between two clusters T i and T j is conserved if there are at least two edges from two different networks between these clusters, i.e., |V (E Ti,Tj )| ≥ 2. The EC measure is defined as EC(π) =
, where E(π) is the total number edges between all the consistent clusters T i and T j , such that
is the total number of edges between those clusters with |V (E Ti,Tj )| ≥ 2. Cluster interaction quality (CIQ) measures the structural similarity as a function of the conserved interactions between different tuples [2] . The conservation score cs(T i , T j ) is defined as
where |V (T i ) ∩ V (T j )| and |V (E Ti,Tj )| are the number of distinct networks with nodes in both 3 For more information refer to Appendix C.
We can interpret CIQ as a generalization of S 3 [33] , a measure for evaluating the structural similarity of two networks.
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
We compare MPGM with several state-of-the-art global MNA algorithms: FUSE (F) [8] , BEAMS (B) [2] , SMETANA (S) [32] and CSRW (C) [13] . Also, we compare our algorithm with IsoRankN (I) [21] , which is one of the very first global MNA algorithms for PPI networks. For all these algorithms, we used their default settings. Table 2 provides a brief description of the PPI networks for five major eukaryotic species that are extracted from the IntAct database [10] . The amino-acid sequences of proteins are extracted in the FASTA format from UniProt database [4] . The Blast bit-score similarities [3] are calculated using these amino-acid sequences. We consider only experimentally verified GO terms, in order to avoid biases induced by annotations from computational methods (mainly from sequence similarities). 4 More precisely, we consider the GO terms with codes EXP, IDA, IMP, IGI and IEP, and we exclude the annotations derived from computational methods and protein-protein interaction experiments. 
Comparisons
We first investigate the optimality of SEEDGENERATION in generating seed-tuples from sequence similarities. To have an upper-bound on the number of proteins in the set of seed-tuples A, we look at the maximum bipartite graph matching between all pairwise species, i.e., all the proteins in all the possible k 2 matchings. The total number of nodes that are matched in at least one of these bipartite matchings, provide an upper-bound for the number of matchable nodes. Figure 2 compares SEEDGENERATION, the proposed upper-bound and MPGM for different values of , and the other algorithms based on the total number of aligned proteins. In Figures 3  and 4 , we compare algorithms based on different d-coverages. We observe that MPGM finds the most number of clusters with 5-coverage among all the algorithms. Furthermore, we observe that MPGM has the best overall coverage (for clusters of size five to two). For example, we also observe that, for = 40, the SEEDGENERATION algorithm aligns 28608 proteins (compared to 30820 proteins that we found as an upper-bound) in 1366, 1933, 2342 An algorithm with a good d-coverage does not necessarily generate high-quality clusters (in terms of functional similarity of proteins). For this reason, we look at the number of consistent clusters. For example, although IsoRankN generates the maximum number of clusters with proteins from two species (see Figure 3) , only a small fraction of these clusters are consistent (see Figure 4) . Also, in Figure 4 , we observe that MPGM returns the largest number of consistent clusters with proteins from five different species. Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7 (See Appendix B) provide detailed comparisons for clusters with different coverages.
More precisely, Table 4 (Appendix B) compares algorithms over clusters with nodes from five networks. The second step of MPGM (i.e., MULTIPLEPERCOLATION) uses PPI networks to generate 3076 clusters out of initial seed-tuples. We observe that MPGM (for = 40) finds an alignment with the maximum d-coverage, #CC 5 , #CP 5 and SS p (π). In addition, the first step of MPGM (i.e., SEEDGENERATION) has the best performance on Spec 5 , SS p (π) and MNE. This was expected, because MULTIPLEPERCOLATION uses only network structure, a less reliable source of information for functional similarity in comparison to sequence similarities, to align new nodes. From this table, it is clear that MPGM outperforms the other algorithms with respect to all the measures. Figure 7 compares algorithms based on the EC measure. We observe that MPGM (for values of larger than 150) finds alignments with the highest EC score. In Figure 8 , to calculate EC, we consider only the edges between consistent clusters. We observe that MPGM has the best performance among all the algorithms. This shows that MPGM finds alignments where (i) many of the aligned clusters are consistent and (ii) there are many conserved interactions among these consistent clusters. CIQ is another measure, based on structural similarity of aligned networks, for further evaluating the performance of algorithms. In Figure 9 , we observe that MPGM and SMETANA find alignments with the best CIQ score.
Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of SEEDGENERATION is O (|S ≥ | log |S ≥ |); it includes (i) sorting all the sequence similarities from the highest to the lowest, and (ii) processing them. The computational complexity of MULTIPLEPERCOLATION is O k
, where D 1,2 are the maximum degrees in the two networks. To have a scalable algorithm, for very large networks, we can use the MapReduce implementation of MULTIPLEPERCOLATION.
Interpretation and Discussion
One simple solution to the global MNA problem is to first compute individual alignments between all pairs of networks, and then derive the final multiple alignment by merging all these pairwise alignments. The main drawback of this approach is that the collection of these pairwise alignments might be inconsistent. For example, for nodes u 1,2,3 ∈ V 1,2,3 , if u 1 is matched to u 2 and u 2 to u 3 , but u 1 is matched to another node from G 3 , then it is not possible to generate a consistent one-to-one global MNA from these pairwise alignments. In contrast to the idea of merging different pairwise alignments, our approach has three main advantages: (i) It aligns all the k networks at the same time. Therefore, it will always end up with a consistent one-to-one global MNA. (ii) It uses the structural information from all networks simultaneously. (iii) The SEEDGENERATION algorithm gives more weight to the pairs of species that are evolutionarily closer to each other. For example, as H. sapiens and M. musculus are very close, (a) many couples from these two species are matched first, and (b) there are more couples of proteins with high sequence similarities from these two species. Hence there are more clusters that contain proteins from both H. sapiens and M. musculus. In the rest of this section, we provide experimental evidence and theoretical results that explain the good performance of the MPGM algorithm.
Why Does SeedGeneration Work?
The first step of MPGM (SEEDGENERATION) is a heuristic algorithm that generates seedtuples. SEEDGENERATION is designed based on the following observations. First, we argue that proteins with high BLAST bit-score similarities share GO terms with a high probability. To provide experimental evidence for our hypothesis, we look at the biological similarity of protein couples versus their BLAST bit-score similarities. For this reason, we define a geneontology consistency (GOC) measure (based on the measure introduced in [25] ) to evaluate the relationship between BLAST bit-scores and the experimentally verified GO terms. This measure represents the percentage of pairs of proteins with BLAST bit-score similarity of at least , such that they share at least one GO term. Formally, we define
In this section, we consider only experimentally verified GO terms. Figure 10 shows the goc ≥ measure for couples of proteins among five eukaryotic species, namely C. elegans (ce), D. For further experiments, we look at the average of semantic similarity SS p (eq. (1)) between couples of proteins with BLAST bit-score similarity of at least . Figure 11 shows the SS p for couples of proteins with BLAST bit-score similarities of at least . We observe that, for couples of proteins with higher BLAST bit-score similarities, the average of SS p measure increases. Second, we look at the transitivity of BLAST bit-score similarities for real proteins. Note that the BLAST similarity, in general, is not a transitive measure, i.e., for proteins p 1 , p 2 In real-world, proteins cover a small portion of the space of possible amino-acid sequences, and it might be safe to assume a (pseudo) transitivity property for them. To empirically evaluate the transitivity of BLAST bit-scores, we define a new measure for an estimation of the BLAST bit-score similarity of two proteins p 1 and p 3 , when we know that there is a protein p 2 , such that BLAST bit-score similarities between p 2 and both p 1 , p 3 are at least . Formally, we define α ,β as
An empirical value of α ,β close to one is an indicator of a high level of transitivity (with a probability of β) between the sequence similarities of protein couples. In Figure 12 , we study the transitivity of BLAST bit-scores for different levels of confidence β. For example, in this figure, we observe that for two couples [p 1 , p 2 ] and [p 2 , p 3 ] with BLAST bit-score similarities of at least 100, the similarity of the couple [p 1 , p 3 ] is at least 91 with a probability of 0.80. In general, based on these experimental evidence, it seems reasonable to assume that there is a pseudo-transitive relationship between the sequence similarities of real proteins.
The two main observations about (i) the relationship between sequence similarity and biological functions of protein couples, and (ii) the transitivity of BLAST bit-scores help us to design a heuristic algorithm for generating high-quality clusters (i.e., * -consistent clusters with value of * very close to ) from sequence similarities. 
Why Does MultiplePercolation Work?
The general class of PGM algorithms has been shown to be very powerful for global pairwisenetwork alignment problems. For example, PROPER is a state-of-the-art algorithm that uses PGM-based methods to align two networks [18] . There are several works on the theoretical Minimum BLAST score (ℓ) Average of SS p for couples of proteins with BLAST bit-score similarities of at least . We observe that, for couples of proteins with higher BLAST bit-score similarities, the average of SS p measure increases.
and practical aspects of PGM algorithms [5, 17, 19, 26, 38] . In this paper, we introduced a global MNA algorithm, as a new member of the PGM class. In this section, by using a parsimonious k-graph sampling model (as a generalization of the model from [17] ), we prove that MULTIPLEPERCOLATION aligns all the nodes correctly, if initially enough number of seedtuples are provided. We first explain the model. Then we state the main theorem. Finally, we present experimental evaluations of MULTIPLEPERCOLATION over random graphs that are generated based on our k-graph sampling model.
A Multi-graph Sampling Model
Assume that all the k networks G i (V i , E i ) are evolved from an ancestor network G(V, E) through node sampling (to model gene or protein deletion) and edge sampling (to model loss of protein-protein interactions) processes.
is sampled from G(V, E) in the following way: First the nodes V i are sampled from V independently with probability t i ; then the edges E i are sampled from those edges of graph G, whose both endpoints are sampled in V i , by independent edge sampling processes with probability s i . We define t i,j = √ t i t j and
Definition 6 (A correctly matched tuple). A tuple T is a correctly matched tuple, if and only if all the nodes in T are the same (say a node u), i.e., they are samples of a same node from the ancestor network G. 
Assume the k networks G i (V i , E i ) are sampled from a G(n, p) random graph with n nodes and average degrees of np. Now we state two main theorems that guarantee the performance of MULTIPLEPERCOLATION over the M ulti(G(n.p), t, s, k) sampling model. We first define two parameters b t,s,r and a t,s,r :
Theorem 8. For r ≥ 2 and an arbitrarily small but fixed For an initial set of seed tuple A, if for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k there at least c set of A i,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k and i = j, such that |A i,j | > (1 + )a ti,j ,si,j ,r , then with high probability the MULTIPLEPERCOLATION algorithm percolates and for the final alignment π, we have:
• Almost all the tuples T ∈ π are correctly matched tuples.
• For a correctly matched tuple T , which contains the node u, if there are at least k − c + 1
then T is a completely correctly matched tuple
Note that Theorem 8 is the special case of Theorem 9 for c = k − 1. The proofs of Theorems 8 and 9 follow from generalization of the ideas that are used to prove [16, Theorem 1 (Robustness of NOISYSEEDS)].
Experimental Results: Synthetic Networks
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm by using synthetic networks, we consider k ∈ {3, 4, 5} randomly generated networks from the M ulti(G, t, s, k) model. In these experiments, we assume that a priori a set of seed-tuples A (|A| = a), with nodes from all the k networks, are given and the MULTIPLEPERCOLATION algorithm starts the alignment process from these tuples. Figures 13, 14 and 15 show the simulation results for these experiments. We use r = 2 for the MULTIPLEPERCOLATION algorithm. For each k ∈ {3, 4, 5}, the total number of correctly aligned tuples is provided. We observe that when there are enough number of tuples in the seed set, MULTIPLEPERCOLATION aligns correctly most of the nodes. We also see the sharp phase-transitions predicted in Theorems 8 and 9. According to Equation (2), we need a t,s,r = 236 correct seed-tuples to find the complete alignments for the model parameters of n = 10 5 , p = 20/n, t = 0.9 and s = 0.9. We observe that the phase transitions take place very close to a t,s,r = 236. For example, if k = 5, in expectation there are nt 5 = 59049 nodes that are present in all the five networks. From Figures 13 (the black curve) , it is clear that MULTIPLEPERCOLATION aligns correctly almost all these nodes. Also, in expectation, there are 
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a new one-to-one global multiple-network alignment algorithm, called MPGM. Our algorithm has two main steps. In the first step (SEEDGENERATION), it uses protein sequence-similarities to generate an initial seed-set of tuples. In the second step, MPGM applies a percolation-based graph-matching algorithm (called MULTIPLEPERCOLA- TION) to align the remaining unmatched proteins, by using only the structure of networks and the seed tuples from the first step. We have compared MPGM with several state-of-the-art methods. We observe that MPGM outperforms the other algorithms with respect to several measures. More specifically, MPGM finds many consistent clusters with high d-coverage (mainly for d = k). Also, it outputs alignments with high structural similarity between networks, i.e., many interactions are conserved among aligned clusters. We have studied the transitivity of sequence similarities for real proteins and have found that it is reasonable to assume a pseudotransitive relationship among them. We argue, based on this pseudo-transitivity property, that theSEEDGENERATION heuristic is able to find seed tuples with high functional similarities. In addition, we present a random-sampling model to generate k correlated networks. By using this model, we prove conditions under which MULTIPLEPERCOLATION aligns (almost) all the nodes correctly, if initially enough seed tuples are provided.
A Table of Notations   Table 3 :
A network with vertex set V i and edge set E i .
An edge between nodes u and v.
The set of neighbors of node u in G i . BlastBit(u, v) BLAST bit-score similarity of two proteins u and v [u, v] A couple of proteins u and v. T A cluster or tuple. A Initial seed-tuples. π
The final alignment.
|T |
Number of nodes in cluster (tuple) T .
The set of networks such that have a node in the tuple T .
The set of all couples with BLAST bit-score similarities at least .
A(u)
Returns the tuple T ∈ A such that u ∈ T . If there is no such tuple, we define
The set of all the interactions between nodes from the two tuples T i and T j , i.e., E Ti,
The set of networks such that have an edge in E Ti,Tj .
C(π)
The set of consistent clusters in an alignment π. 
B Detailed Comparisons

C GO Annotation: Statistics
In this appendix, we look at a few statistics regarding GO annotations. GO annotations comprises three orthogonal taxonomies for a gene product: molecular-function, biological-process and cellular-component. This information is captured in three different directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). The roots (the most general annotations for each category) of these DAGs are:
• GO:0003674 for molecular function annotations
• GO:0008150 for biological process annotations
• GO:0005575 for cellular component annotations For information content of each GO term, we use the SWISS-PROT-Human proteins, and counted the number of times each concept occurs. Information content is calculated based on the following information:
• Number of GO terms in the dataset is 26831.
• Number of annotated proteins in the dataset is 38264085.
• Number of experimental GO terms in the dataset is 24017.
• Number of experimentally annotated proteins in the dataset is 102499. Table 8 provides information related to different categories of GO annotations for the five networks we used in our experiments. Also, the probabilities of sharing at least one GO term (at the cut-off level 5) for clusters of size two to five, when at least two proteins from each cluster are annotated, are as follows:
• clusters of size 2: 0.215
• clusters of size 3: 0.167
• clusters of size 4: 0.120
• clusters of size 5: 0.081
In Figure 16 , the total number of annotated proteins, at different cut-off levels, are shown. Also, the number of GO terms and the average number of GO terms for each annotated protein, at different cut-off levels, are shown in Figures 17 and 18 , receptively. Cut-off level 
